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"Politicians are like diapers. They both need changing regularly and for the same reason.'
Author Unknown .
pliant
Kate Vesper and Emily Ryan
News Editors
Roosevelt versus Hoover. Kennedy
versus Nixon. Bush versus Gore.
Few presidential races in American
history inspire the same kind of rad-
ically different images and ideals as
the current election.
Sen. John McCain, a white 72-year-- old
former Navy pilot and war
veteran visually and personally has
very different characteristics to offer
than 46-year-- old black Harvard
graduate and former community
organizer, Sen. Barack Obama.
The perspectives each candidate
brings begin with these exterior dis-
parities; but certainly do not end on
the surface.
"It will be as clear a choice as there
Alumnus of
Emily Ryan
News Editor
This past Tuesday, Sept. 2, the
Wooster Forum series, "Through
Their Eyes: Youth Finding Hope in a
World of Adversity," began with a lec-
ture given by Jared Cohen entitled
"Children of Jihad: Terrorism,
Democracy, and the Changing
Demographics of the Middle East."
" Cohen, an alumnus of Stanford
University and the University of
Oxford, is the author of "Children of
Jihad: A Young American's Travels
Among the Youth of the Middle East."
He has traveled extensively through-
out the Middle East and Africa, and
currently works for the United States
State Department.
Cohen, who considers youth to be
"the critical issue of our time," devoted .
his presentation to the discussion of
.
the vital role he believes youth plays in
the Islamic world, and how young peo-
ple, who, according to him compose
approximately 60 percent of the popu-
lation in the Middle East, will shape
the future of that region.
Though Cohen acknowledged in his
lecture that a common perception of
the Middle East is one of a turbulent
area plagued by violence and political
unrest, he believes that the region's
youth offer a beacon of hope for its
future.
Cohen began his study of Middle
Eastern youth on a trip he took to Iran
4
in 2004- - Though Cohen originally
intended the trip to be an opportunity
for him to pursue his research on oppo-
sition groups in the country, his focus
shifted after interference from Iran's
Revolutionary Guard prevented him
from carrying out interviews he had
planned to conduct with dissidents. So,
instead of moving forward with his
,
research project, he traveled through-
out the country, talking to many mem-
bers of its youth.
According to Cohen, it was during
this time that he realized the main
opposition force in Iran was not com-
prised of reformers or politicians, but
rather the 67 percent of the population
under the age of SO.
Despite the obvious majority the
youth holds, however, Cohen believes
they do not realize their own strength.
For, when they rebel in seemingly little
ways, many times intending only to
have a good time, they are inadvertent-
ly resisting their government and its
many rules and regulations. .
It is both through these small acts of
rebellion and through the technical
savvy of many Middle Eastern youth
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has been in a generation,", stated
Democratic consultant Doug Schoen
in an interview with Reuters
reporter John Whitesides. "You've
got two very different views of the
world presented in stark relief."
The variance in vision of these
two perspective leaders is particular-
ly evident in their stances on the
popular issue of the Iraq War. One-
time prisoner of war McCain has
publicly and devotedly supported the
invasion of Iraq and has stated his
intent of maintaining the occupation
until the war is won - likely as late
as 2013.
Obama, conversely, remains as
always in opposition to the war and
promises to remove- - combative
troops within 16 'months of
'
Stanford and Oxford speaks about Islamic youth
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Lecture forum speaker Jared Cohen discusses the important role he believes the youth has to play in the future of the Middle
East. Many Islamic young people are turning to technology to break down cultural barriers. (Photo by Caitlin Quinn).
that Cohen believes the young members
of the population will come to shape
the cultural and political direction their
region will take in the years to come.
Cohen does not, however, think that the
West has truly come to understand the
power that Middle Eastern youth
wield. He believes that, many times, '
youth is dismissed as a "soft issue,"
though he himself thinks that the mere
numbers the youth hold is " reason
enough to take their influence in the
Middle East very seriously.
In addition, he does not believeihat
many observers to the events taking
place in the region comprehend the cul-
ture gap that exists between the older
and younger generation; he claimed
that the youth subscribe to a complete-
ly different way of thinking than their
older counterparts. .
Cohen said that the inability of out-
siders to understand the Middle East is
the same as their inability to under-
stand the area's youth. He warned,
however, that groups like al-Qa- eda are
working to reach a greater understand
I vMBBBtaniBH
Andrew Vogel writes about
the importance of Supreme
Court member appointment
with regards to the upcom-
ing election.
Ross Buchanan discusses
the choice of Sarah Palin as
Sen. John McCain's running
mate. See page 3 to read
the full article.
donke
Tax cuts, health care, and the
wavering economy are represented in
predictably opposite ideals and with
very different plans for constructive
change.
As the race for the White House
nears November and the finish line, it
is important to appreciate the privi-
leges of living in a democratic socie-
ty and the responsibility of having a
voiced opinion that comes with it.
Last week, the Democrats gathered
in Denver, Colo., to formally nomi-
nate Barack Obama as the party's
official candidate for November's
general elections.
The Convention's roster of speak-
ers included many influential politi-
cal figures,' like Al Gore, former
United States Vice President and
Democratic candidate for the presi
ing of Islamic youth, and in doing so
are working to find more ways to
appeal to them as recruiters fr their
respective organizations.
While traveling through the Middle
East, Cohen found that he had more
success connecting to its youth when
he stopped pursuing discussions about
politics and started to talk to them
about everyday problems they faced' as
young people; for example, the lack of
career opportunities and the shortage
of school supplies in many classrooms.
According to Cohen, those he talked
to were members of the youth before
anything else; the'issues they dealt with.;
were many times on a more personal
level than the broader struggles involv-
ing organizational affiliation.
As an outlet to express themselves
and their thoughts and problems,
Cohen said that many Middle Eastern
youth are turning to technology. As the
first digital generation in the region,
Cohen believes the youth have the
potential to break down the ideological
divides that separate them from others
i dMiinsBl
Spotlight on Ramadan cele-
brations: what the holiday is
and how it is observed on the
Wooster campus. Read more
on page 4.
y throw
dency in 2000, and Hillary Clinton,
Obama's chief rival in the primaries.
As they addressed the Convention,
both Gore and Clinton expressed
their support for Obama; an impor-
tant theme of the Convention was
the reunification of the Democratic
Party in response to the potentially
divisive quality of the intensely
debated primary.
Barack Obama accepted the
Democratic Party nomination on the
Thursday of that week, in front of a
crowd of nearly 80,000 people at
Denver's Invesco Field at Mile High.
In his speech, Obama attacked
what he believes to be John McCain's
inability to understand the travails of
everyday Americans, saying that,
"It's not just because John McCain
doesn't care, it's because John
their own age.
Satellite television is the most popu-
lar form of technology in the Middle
East, and increasing numbers, of people
are tuning in to the thousands of chan-
nels it offers and, in doing so, are devel-
oping a form of connection that at
times knows no political boundaries.
In terms of level of use, mobile
phones take a close second to satellite
television. Middle Eastern youth can
access the internet through these
phones, in addition to using devices like
text messaging and Bluetooth to com-
municate with each other without the
knowledge of their parents or govern-
ments.
Cohen greatly emphasized the opx)r-tuni- ty
this provides young people
around the world, an opportunity he
refers to as "dorm room diplomacy."
Due to this technological interconnect-ednes- s
involving the Middle East,
youth all over the globe have the chance
to engage their counterparts from what
is a many times misunderstood region
and, by doing so, help break down the
I)
Addie Livingston writes about
meaningful expression show-
cased in the College's African
art exhibit. See page 5 for
more.
down
McCain doesn't get it." Amongst
other issues, Obama also discussed
his intentions to reduce the United
States' dependence on foreign oil in
ten years and provide every
American with "affordable, accessible
health care."
Right on the heels of the DNC, the
Republican National Convention
took place this past week in St. Paul,
Minn. The coming of Hurricane
Gustav to the Gulf Coast region
posed concerns for the RNC, as
President George W. Bush and Vice
President Dick Cheney prepared to
put their speaker obligations on hold
should disaster strike.
As the hurricane fell short of
reaching catastrophic proportions,
See "Conventions," page 2
national, cultural, and religious divides
that keep them separate.
Upcoming Forum Events
WED, SEPTEMBER 10
Born into Brothels .
Zana Briski
THURS., SEPTEMBER 18
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a
Boy Soldier
Ishmael Beah
vj "
. TUES, OCTOBER 7
The Things They Carry: Growing
Up Poor in tlie World's Healthiest
Nation
Alex Kotlowitz
' The Wooster Forum is an annual
presentation series that takes
place in McGaw Chapel. The
remaining three events will be
held at 7:30 p.m. They are free
and open for public attendance.
Ik
The women's field hockey
team highlights many return-
ing talents for their upcoming
season. See page 7 for
more.
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CAMPUS
First SGA meeting held
tinder newpresident
-- The Student Government
Association held their first meeting
Wednesday. After the first-ye- ar class
. elections are held, this years' SGA
board will be the largest full board at
the College. Katie Pifer '09, the
2008-200- 9 SGA president, has sev-
eral goals to make this year go
smoothly. -- '
Pifer said she is excited about the
large group of students she will
work with this year. So far, the SGA
has worked together to create some
year-lon- g goals.
One of the main goals this year is
to work with the cultural and diver-
sity task forces on campus. The
SGA wants to get involved with
multi-eth- ic groups as well as other
organizations on campus. There is a
lot to look forward this year for the
SGA and Pifer is more than excited
to begin the year.
NATIONAL
Gustav stops short of
Katrina-leve- l damage
Although the effect of Hurricane
Gustav on Louisiana has been signif-
icantly less damaging then Katrina
was three years ago, fear of repeated
disaster did cause all but 10,000 of
New Orleans' 300,000 residents to
flee the city. On their return this
week, residents found homes and
businesses without power, some loot-
ing and gas stations largely empty.
With the last concern, the govern-
ment assisted, releasing 250,000 bar-
rels of oil from the strategic petrole-
um reserve.
President Bush, who was widely
criticized for his administration's
response to Katrina, has visited the
state twice as of press time and
declared that the area is a major dis-
aster.
Microsoft lowers price
of XBox 360 Arcade
To compete with the $239
Nintendo Wii, Microsoft announced
Wednesday that today they, would
lower the price of the Xbox 360
Arcade (the smallest hard drive
model of the 360) to $ 199, a psycho-
logically significant price. Market
research suggests that a large por-
tion of the market will purchase a
game system once it drops below
$200.
.
"I'm not at a point where I can say
we're going to beat Nintendo," said
Don Mattrick, senior vice president
of Microsoft's interactive entertain-
ment business unit. "We will sell
more consoles this generation than
Sony."
GLOBAL
Relief workers aid
Haitian city
U.N. relief forces were finally,able
to enter the Haitian city of Gonaives
Wednesday, using Zodiac boats to
overcome the flood waters. Haiti has
been the victim of three major
. storms this season, the latest being
tropical storm Hanna. At least 126
people in the country had been killed
as of press time, as have many of the
livestock, and many more people
were stranded without food and
water because of the flooding
Briefs compiled by Jonah Comstock and
" Missie Bender
On page 6, the photo of Keira
Knightley credited as graphic art by
Danielle Haas was courtesy
www.styleikon.com.
On page 7,. a field hockey photo
credited to OPI was taken by Dylan
Takores'll.
In both cases, an editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we too sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewooster.edu.
Democratic and Republican party representatives continue to
election draws nearer Graphic art by Grace Lynch).
Conventions ..
continued from p. I
Bush spoke to the Convention via
satellite Tuesday, Sept. 2. He voiced
his support for McCain, the pre- -
sumptive Republican nominee who,
as of press time, was scheduled to
formally accept his nomination when
he addressed the RNC yesterday. "I
know the hard choices that fall sole-
ly to a president," said Bush. "John
McCain's life has prepared him to
make those choices. He is ready to
lead this nation."
Though McCain's speech at the
RNC will undoubtedly warrant mas-
sive media coverage, so has the
recent announcement of the identity
Sexuality support group founded by grad takes off
r '
Above, Sexuality Support group members conference at the
Center. Bottom right, supporter Val Spektor'IOtalksto a student
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
The College of Wooster already
boasts help resources like the Learning
Center, Information Technology and
the Safety and Security Office. This fall,
however, a new group will be providing
an entirely different kind of support for
Wooster students: a network of their
peers who have volunteered to help oth-
ers struggling with issues of sexuality.
The group was initiated at the end of
last year by Clint Steinbrunner '08, who
contacted Longbrake Student Wellness
Center and worked with the staff there
to establish the group's objectives and
recruit student mentors. Although he
graduated in May, Steinbrunner recent-
ly returned to campus to oversee the
group's training and turn the helm over
to its new leader, Tyler Croxall '11.
Val Spektor '10, one of the student
mentors, said that she chose to be in the
group because she was drawn to the
idea of making a difference in her peers'
lives. "I really like talking to people and
helping people," she said. She added
that the group takes on a special role at
a school like Wooster, saying, "I think
that it's really important on a campus as
small as this one is."
George Myatt 'l 1 added that the fact
that this group is made up of peers, not
professional counselors, allows it to be
more effective. "I feel that it's important
of his running mate, Governor Energy Center in 'St. Paul, in order
Sarah Palin of Alaska. to formally accept her nomination for
The socially conservative Palin is the vice presidency
the first Excerpts
woman to ' . T 0f ler j..),
be included --
.you've two different t',at uhadgot very
.
,on a G.O.P. : J already been
ticket, and. views of the world presented released at
sue has
been a in stark relief."
nearly con-
stant fix-
ture in the
news since
last Friday,
when John McCain revealed her as
his choice for Republican vice presi-
dential nominee. As of press time,
Palin was scheduled to speak
Wednesday, Sept. 3, at the Xcel
W3
M
for students to discuss these issues
with someone close to their own age,"
he said.
Although several of the mentors are
also involved in Allies & Queers, a cam-
pus organization for LGBTQ students
and friends, the support group is not
affiliated with A & Q. Frances Wilson
'1 1, who is currently a part of the A &
Q program house, pointed out that the
two groups serve different purposes.
There's a need for a group like this.
It's more of an emergency outreach,
not a continuous thing like A & QJ."
During their five-day-lo- ng training,
the eight mentors received instruction
on basic counseling skills as well as
information on dealing specifically
with issues of sexuality and gender.
Like any good liberal-ar- ts course, the
session was a multi-disciplina- ry one:
the mentors' learned about the history
of LGBTQ concerns and also hosted a
panel of members of different reli-
gious faiths to find out how sexuality is
regarded across spiritual and religious
ideologies. The training was capped off
with a series of mock training sessions,
in which the mentors traded scripts
and roles to simulate real counseling
discussions.
For many members, including
Steinbrunner himself, the group meets
a need that they themselves have felt in
the past. Mike MacDonald '09 said that
he joined the group because he remem-
bered his own experience so vividly. "I
assert conflicting stances on
.
,
press time
revealed it to
include a
' Doug Schoen defense of
Democratic Consultant what many
,
;
......
believe to be
her lack of
foreign policy experience, in addition to
a few barbs against Senator Obama.
Palin's arrival on the mainstream
political scene has certainly temporarily
taken some of the attention away from
a -
f
tf f
Longbrake Student Wellness
(Photos by Danielle Haas).
would have really enjoyed having
someone to talk to," he recalled. "I want
to be that person w ho helps others." .
The sexuality supprt group is avail
able to all
students I
struggling
with issues
of sexuali-
ty, be it
their own
or that of
a friend or
family
member
Students I"wishing to
receive
support
can con-
tact the
Wellness
Center or
be 'referred
via a gen-
eral coun-
selor, and
also have
the option
of contact-
ing a men-
tor directl-
y. The
Wellness
Center has
brief biog
raphies of
key issues as the presidential
the other candidates, including Barack
Obama's running mate, Senator Joe '
Bidenof Delaware. :
Obama announced via text message
that he had selected Biden for the other
half of the Democratic ticket on
Saturday, Aug. 23. Biden formally accept-
ed his nomination for the office of vice
presidency on Wednesday, Aug. 27 at the
DNC.
In his speech, Biden extolled Obama
for the change he believes the presiden-
tial candidate will bring to the country if
elected, while voicing his opinion that
John McCain will merely serve to per-
petuate the policies of George Bush.
Get more information on Election
2008 at http:www.presidentialelec-tion.co- m
and register to vote at
http:www.rockthevote.com.
Sexuality Support Group
Contact Information
Students
Michael MacDonald '09
Sarah Gollwitzer '09 ;
Emily Neumann '09
ValSpektor'10
George Myatt '11 ;
Lauren.Camacci '11
--
.
Frances Wilson '11
1
Tyler Croxall '11 -
.
. Staff .
Sahadeo Ramharrack
sramharrackwooster.edu ' .
Susan Lee
sleewooster.edu -
each member on file, and students may
request to see these biographies in
order to determine which mentor is
best prepared to meet their needs. .
... X "
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agree on is
that the new plans represent
admirable flexibility and dedication
to the students on the part of
Hospitality Services.
Last year, starting at the
Sophomore Retreat and echoing
through the editorial pages of the
Voice, dissatisfaction with the lack of
customization available in oar meal
plan began to well up among the
student body.
Everyone had an opinion, but the
general criticisms focused on the
rigid 'three-meals-a-da- yV natureef;
our swipes, the limited availability of '
Java Hut (and resulting long.lines),
the fact that the meal plan didn't
include Mom's Truck Stop or Old
Taryn Aubrecht, A&E Editor
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Sara Brown, Sports Editor
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mail at C-318-7, The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691 or by phone at (330)
263-2598.E-mailcanbesenttotheeditorsatvoicewoo-
ster.edu.
. It remains to be seen which of the
two meal plans the College is offer-
ing will emerge as the plan of
choice.
Since , the announcement of the
plan this summer, extensive discus-
sions have already emerged on
Facebook and in person about which
plan is better, if either plan is better
than last year's and whether there
might be an even better option that
could be given in the future.
But what we can all'
Main Cafe and the absence of any
provision for feeding guests on the
meal plan. Concerns were also raised
about the environmental conscious-
ness of student dining.
Starting with the eco-friend- ly
carry-o- ut boxes and changing the
food options within Lowry and
Kittredge, the staff of Hospitality
Services began to implement
changes to accommodate these com-
plaints.
The most notable of the changes
is the introduction of the new Flex
Dollar meal plans that debuted this
fall. The plan addresses almost all of
the above concerns by making our
swipes and our new Flex Dollars
apply over the course of the entire
semester, rather than on a strict
daily schedule.
There will certainly still be tweak-
ing to do, and unforeseen issues may
emerge for the students using the
new plans. But we have seen in the
past year that if we continue to
Vork together and maintain an open
dialogue, . there's no reason every
student shouldn't be proud of
Hospitality Services' responsiveness
and willingness to listen.
deeper understanding of their own
culture, of the world, and of them-
selves, while bringing global per-
spectives back to the campus com-
munity. As such, off-camp- us study,
in all its forms, is an integral part of
a liberal arts education.
The IPO has three main activities.
First, it collaborates with faculty
and administration to approve and
evaluate off-camp- us programs, facili-
tate relations with foreign institu- -
tions, and develop policy and proce-
dure to promote off-camp- us experi-
ences for Wooster students.
Currently, the IPO and members of
the faculty are working to develop
Wooster-ru-n summer study pro-
grams in China, Italy, Greece and
Trinidad and Tobago.
The IPO also advises students on
international opportunities and off-camp- us
study' policy. Although
financial aid is approved to transfer
to only one off-camp- us study pro-
gram - semester, full-ye- ar or sum-
mer - the IPO advises students on
The unsigned editorial "Our View," which appears periodically throughout the school
year, reflects the opinions of our editorial staff. Any other letter, Viewpoints article,
column, or cartoon is the express work of its author or artist and does not represent
the position or opinion of the Voice,
Dear Wooster Voice,
In response to the article
"Acknowledging Students Abroad"
in the Friday, August 29, 2008 edi-
tion of the Voice, I would like to
remind the; campus community of
the services and opportunities pro-
vided by the International Programs
Office at The College of Wooster.
Our door is always open to advise
students wishing to have an off-camp- us
experience, looking for logistical
advice upon their return, or simply
wanting to share their experiences
with others.
The IPO aims to support The
College in its mission of providing
motivated and independently-minde- d
students a rigorous and compre-
hensive education through the facili-
tation of domestic and international
off-camp-
us study. Off-camp- us and
international experiences of all
sorts - from field research or sum-
mer study to internships and volun-
teering - allow students to gain a
Hoi conetrt o te.
o
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Editorial cartoon by Andy
Supreme Court nominees matter
The differences between
Democratic presidential nominee Sen.
Barack Obama and Republican nomi-
nee Sen. John McCain are staggering.
On issues from tax cuts, the war in
Iraq, to educa
tion, to health-
care, the two are
about as different
as Lindsay Lolian
and Meryl
Streep.
andrewvogel However, argu
ably the most
important difference between the two
nominees is one that isn't even being
talked about by CNN or MSNBC
pundits.
That difference is who the two can-
didates would nominate to the
Supreme Court. To voters, the magni-
tude of this issue is usually on par
with a candidate's bowling skills. It is,
though, one of the most significant
issues in this election possibly more
serious than tax cuts or withdrawal
timetable. V V v y 'V:-- t t"
t $ ' 1Unlike elected U,S. representatives,
senators or presidents, supreme court
justices do not serve two, four or six-ye- ar
terms. Once they are confirmed,
Supreme Court justices serve for as
long as they choose. While the impact
of a president's decisions are felt for
one or two terms, the impact of a jus-
tice's opinion is felt for two or three
semester, full-ye- ar or summer pro-
grams, international internships, or
post-Woos- ter abroad experiences,
credit-beari- ng or not.
Finally, the IPO coordinates on-cam- pus
programming to help stu-
dents before and after their off-camp- us
experience. This is not limited
to students having applied to study
off campus during the aca-
demic year.
We invite students having stud-
ied, interned or completed research
off campus or abroad through any
means to share their experiences
with us. The entire campus commu-
nity is welcome to visit the IPO,
write an e-m- ail or call with ques-
tions, suggestions or the desire to
participate in IPO events and
activities.
Jessica DuPlaga, Director of
International and Off-Camp- us Study
.
jduplagawooster.edu
Got an Opinion?
Write for Us!
Viewpoints wants to hear what you think about current events and issues from campus develop-
ments to global news. If you're interested in writing, dr if you'd like to comment on what you've read
here, contact Viewpoints at voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
v
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received by the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday
before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed, observe standard spelling and grammatical rules and include contact infor-
mation. The Voice reserves the right to proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu. Letters can also be sent by campus mail to
C--3 Sl,The Wooster Voice, College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 4469 1 .
fefV.ie Crescent...
Kissinger. Send comments toAkissinger10wooster.edu.
decades.
The Court has already fundamen-
tally shifted even in the last two years
since the nominations of Bush
appointees John Roberts and Sam
Alito in 2005. This past June, the
Court decided in a 5-- 4 decision to
strike down a ban on handguns in the
District of Columbia. Also this last
2007-200- 8 term, the Court ruled that
the Constitution prohibits the death
penalty for the rape of a child.
In the 2006-20- 07 term, the court
upheld an abortion restriction despite
the fact that it did not have an excep-
tion to prevent women's health.
During that term, the Court also
ruled that an Alaskan high school
principal did have the right to seize a
student's banner during a parade.
.
All of these decisions were decided
by a 5-- 4 margin. Since the addition of
Roberts and Alito to the Court, we
have seen a dramatic shift rightward,
to a bench made up of strict con-
structionists. This is a significant
shift even from "five years ago
much less since the 1960's, when the
Court was made up of primarily .
activists judges who championed civil
rights causes.
More importantly, there are three
possible appointments that the next
president will have the opportunity to
make. John Paul Stevens, 88, who has
served since 1975, the most liberal
justice on the bench, is likely to be the
first to resign. David Souter, 69, is a
George H.W. Bush appointee but has
shifted more to the left in his years on
the Court and typically votes with the
liberal voting bloc. Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, 75, a Clinton appointee, is
also speculated to resign sooner
Palm: the
VP. pick lacks experience
In the 2000 Republican Party pri-
maries, Sen. McCain had supporters
from all over the political spectrum.
Make no mistake, he has always been
a conservative he's Barry
Goldwater's
hand-pick- ed suc-
cessor, after all
but there was
a sense that
McCain was
someone who
rossbuchanan
would put the
interests of
America before ideology.
His commitment to putting what
he thought was right ahead of party
affiliation was widely publicized
when he took a stand against the
most radical, elements in the
Religious Right, calling Jerry Falwell
an "agent of intolerance."
Since the 2000 election, McCain
has bent over backwards to win over
"the Religious Right exemplified
by his decision to speak at Bob Jones
University and frequent meetings
with prominent evangelicals.
Many of McCain's liberal and sec-
ular conservative supporters have
not known what to make of his about
face. Is McCain simply trying to
keep his party united by paying
lipservice to the Religious Right, or
has he really become a partisan of
the "agents of intolerance" in the
Republican Party?
McCain's choice of Sarah Palin as.
his running mate shows that the lat-
ter is the case. As an evangelical and
adamant opponent of abortion
rather than later. In other words,
three-fourt- hs of the bench's liberal
voting bloc could resign during the
next presidential term.
If Obama wins the presidency, he
would likely nominate more activist
judges who interpret the Constitution
more broadly. In terms of the makeup
of the Court, an Obama presidency
would likely not shift the current
power structure. However, if McCain
has the opportunity to nominate strict
constructionists in the mold of
.
Roberts and Alito, it would create a
cataclysmic shift towards the right
that woujd be felt for the next 30
yea'rs. '' .
.
Stfrtcning two or three typically
liberal justices for two or three typi-
cally conservative justices would like-
ly mean that Roe v. Wade would be
overturned in the next 10 years. It
would likely, also mean the end of
affirmative action. It would likely fun-
nel more, federal funds -- to church-relat- ed
causes. The differences
between a John McCain Supreme
Court nominee and a Barack Obama
Supreme Court nominee are simply
that stark.
That is why this election is so
important. While both candidates are
trying to paint themselves as moder-
ates, the policy differences between
these candidates could not be greater.
Yet one of the most important differ-
ences hasn't even registered on the
radar. Voters would be wise to keep
the Supreme Court in mind in
November.
Andrew is the Sports Editor for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
AvogellOwooster.edu
next Pres?
rights, Ms. Palin is the very person
McCain needs to win the confidence
of the Religious Right. While this
was a smart move in terms of ener-
gizing the Republican base, it could
come at a great cost to the United
States if he and his running mate are
elected.
Sarali Palin has been the governor
of Alaska, a state with half the pop-
ulation of Manhattan, for two years.
Regardless of Ms. Palin's political
beliefs, there is no indication that she
is capable of running the entire U.S.
government:
This total lack of experience is
particularly alarming given that
McCain is has a history of melanoma
and is 72 years old. The fact that
foir fadicmo ffvont ritn ntnoo
to his health records implies that he
may have other health problems that
are not yet known to the public.
Throughout .his career, McCain
has pointed to his military service
and (later) his experience to show
that he was a man of integrity and
judgment who was committed to our
country's welfare. While many
would certainly disagree with some
of his policy decisions over the years,
he had these qualities in 2000. Now
he has become his own worst enemy,
for while he still professes the same
ideals as he did eight years ago, he'd
rather get elected than choose a com-
petent running mate.
Ross is an editor for Viewpoints. He
can be reached for comment at
rbuchanan09wooster.edu
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One of the most important parts of
a Wooster education is. the on-camp- us
diversity that enables students to
graduate as well-round- ed citizens. An
opportunity to further diversify your
religious experience on campus starts
this month.
Ramadan utilizes the lunar calendar,
so the date of Ramadan by our calen-
dar moves roughly ten to twelve days
every year. This year the Muslim cele-
bration of Ramadan, the ninth month
on the Muslim calendar, coincides
directly with the month of September.
The month of Ramadan is traditional-
ly cited as the time in which the Holy
Quran was sent down from heaven.
The actual celebration of Ramadan
is the act of fasting from sunrise until
sunset every day. It is more than just
abstaining from food and drink. It also
gives believers a chance to right
wrongs, make peace with those they
have fought with and refrain from evil
actions and bad habits. They are also
expected to give to the poor and help
charitable causes. Muslims who are
pregnant or too ill or weak to partici-
pate in the fast are expected to donate
money and food to the less fortunate
in lieu of abstaining from food arid
beverages.
On-camp-
us. opportunities to
brate and learn more about this
Islamic holiday include the usua.1
Friday prayers held on campus, as well
as additional ones held by students in.
the various dorms. Shuttles to a
mosque are also available throughout
the month of Ramadan, ,
Every Sunday evening during
Ramadan there is a special dinner held
celebrated
h
in UnderOver, the meal and recreation
area in the basement of Interfaith
Campus Ministries' Overholt house.
The dinner is open to members of the
Wooster community as well as stu-
dents and faculty from campus.
Various Muslim members of the com-
munity attend, providing others a
chance to get a broader understanding
of the faith.
.
Other efforts to accommodate the
Muslim students on campus include a
program by Food Services that allows
the students to purchase food to eat
before dawn and after dark.
"For additional information,' please
contact Chaplain and Director of
Interfaith Campus Ministries,
Reverend Linda Morgan-Cleme- nt at.
ministrieswooster.edu
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Students utilizing special dining hours between sunset and
sunrise during Ramadan (Photos by Sarah Harbottle).
Lilly House offers mini-grant- s, meditation and more
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Exterior of Lilly House (left); Journals for Friday journaling in main room of Lilly House (right) (Photos by Danielle Haas).
Oren Riback
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Lilly Endowment gave a generous
grant of $1.78 million to The College
of Wooster to open a chapter of a pro-
gram called the Lilly Project. Each of
the 88 schools that received Lilly
Endowment chooses its own way to
use , the grant. At The College of
Wooster, the Lilly House (1452 Beall
Avenue), which opened in September
2003, acts as the center for the Lilly
t
Project on campus.
The house itself is a beautifully ren-
ovated Victorian house where commu-
nity members can unwind peacefully,
whether through journaling, medita-
tion or just enjoying some quiet time.
It is designed for the whole campus
community; faculty and staff are wel-
come to come as well as students.
The main focus of the Lilly Project
is to assist in the exploration of voca-
tion. The Lilly Project believes voca-
tion is more than just your job.Jt is a
passion or calling that may be found in
a career as well as elsewhere. The Lilly
House encourages students to ask
themselves questions such as, "Who
are you called to be?" The project also
supplies resources like grants and pro-
grams to help people find the answers.
Lilly House offers mini-gran- ts to
students ranging from $500 to $ 1 ,000.
A group of three to four students'
must apply for these grants. The
money is to be used for a single initia-
tive somehow related to vocational
study. .
One way students explore vocation
is through the various summer pro-
grams offered by Lilly House. There
are both abroad and domestic pro-
grams available. Most of the pro-
grams are open-end- ed and it is up to
the students to design their programs
while' Lilly House offers the resources
and the opportunity. Robin Konscak
'09, who went to South Africa this
summer through the Lilly House, said
she really enjoyed the freedom of
being in a situation where "you could .
uncover at your own pace in your own
interest."
There is no minimum G.P.A. to
apply to these programs and they are
not limited to particular majors. In
fait, Azimuth, which is one of the
eight-to-ten-we- ek abroad programs,
requires the participant to do some-
thing that is outside of their major.
There are also legal and medical
humanitarian internships available.
Keep your eyes open, because the
application process for these programs
begins in October.
Exploring vocation is an ongoing
process. Even when there is still
uncertainty after coming home from a
Lilly House abroad program, the valu-
able life experience remains as well.
Konscak mentioned that the Lilly
House gave her the book "How Can I
Help? Stories and Reflection on
Service" by Ram Dass and Paul
Gorman, which she found helpful in
her own service and reflections.
The Center for Academic Advising
has been moved to the Lilly House as
well. The Center is a place for under-
classmen who need advice about their
education and eventual career but may
not have the one-on-o- ne kind of aca-
demic attention that juniors and sen-
iors receive from the Independent
Study process. Students can go to the
Center for Academic Advising for
assistance and direction in making
their experience at the College the
best and most productive possible to
' meet their personal goals.
.
The Lilly House also provides a lot
of relaxing and mentally stimulating
recreational activities. For instance,
every Friday at 3 p.m. the house hosts
a student-drive-n journaling session.
Tea and other refreshments are
offered and someone from the group
presents a prompt for everyone to
respond to or reflect upon in their
journals. After journaling, attendees
usually engage in discussion and
reflection about the prompt.
Lilly House also has. a meditation
room inside the building. The room is
open during business hours mid is lim-
ited to two hours per person on a busy
day. Interim Director of Lilly House
Susan Hawkins-Wildin- g has said that
she' is willing to loan keys vout to
responsible nu'mbers of the communi-
ty to use the meditation room after
hours. There is also an extensive
library with books on philosophy, reli-
gion and personal growth, as' well as
poetry from various cultures.
Starting in mid-Septem- ber there
will be a reintegration program on
Mondays from 6:30 to 8 p.m., designed
for students coming back from abroad
or Lilly House programs to debrief a
little. Students go on physically and
emotionally taxing journeys, such as
to African villages to work with
natives afflicted with HIV. Even after
less extreme journeys, students may
feel intense culture shock from travel-
ing to or returning from unfamiliar
places. These experiences may be
unsettling, so students are encouraged
to attend the reintegration program to
discuss and learn about abroad experi-
ences. This year the program is open
to the public as well, with the goal of
invoking discussion that transcends
western worldviews.
The doors are open, so head on
down to 1452 Beall Avenue and see
what Lilly House has to offer.
If you are interested in writing for
International-Insight- , please contact Itai
NjanjiatInjanjillwooster.edu.
It is true that home is the best.
Believe me, I have noticed since I flew
across the oceans. Home is where we
are understood and celebrated. Home0itainjanjl is a place of com-fort where ourgender, sexuality ,and race are notdiscriminatedagainst. Whetheryou come from abig city bustling
. ' with lots of peo
ple, or from a small, rural town over-
shadowed by the calmness of the eld-
erly, we can all assert the fact that
home is a place of belonging. Yes, we
have had our bad moments at home,
but what kind of home is it that does
not have both the.sorrows and joys of
life? Is it not of these sorrows that we
have known what it means to have
joy? Joy and sorrow complement each
other like heat and cold. Without one,
the significance of the other is lost.
1 Likewise, The-Colle- ge of Wooster is a
new home for me, for you and for us.
Have you ever wondered how much
time of our lives we spend in school? I
have. And you guessed right' if you
think we spend more time at college
than at home. Coming to The College
of, Wooster can be a nerve-racki- ng
experience. For many like me, it is the
first profound exposure to different
cultures and ideologies. It is the first
step in the journey ' of discovering
ourselves.
As with many matters of life, fear is
inevitable. But I am yet to know of
anything good that comes without
challenges. When we come to Wooster
we hate it at first and then fall in love
with it in time. This love comes not as
an event but through a process. One
that demands our conscious effort to
know about the new place we have
adopted as ours. In fact, this is a
process that moves us from seeing
Wooster as just an educational institu-
tion to seeing it as home.
Wooster is a home to us in so many
ways, a few of which I will spell out.
Like our home, this is a place we feed
our bodies and. more importantly our
mind. It creates a family of individuals
who are of different race, creed, sexu- -'
ality and gender. This is a family that
defies all social barriers and binds us
together. We share the same struggles
and we represent the same cause.
Every one of us endures Lowry food
with grumblings and the sound of
victory is in the air on the basketball
court.
Like brothers and sisters, we don't
always see eye to eye, but that's okay,
because even twin brothers don't see
eye to eye. Some of us will be married
to different institutions after Wooster,-bu- t
we will always be alumni, daugh-
ters and sons of Wooster. We are all
baptized into Independent Study and
ordained to reach out in the world as
our days come to an end.
As we go through this year let's
remember that we are a family. Not
only are we Americans or internation-
al students but students of The
College of Wooster too. As the turn of
events leads us to our destiny, take to
heart that we are a family and nothing
goes before family. 1
Let us all work together to restore
the image of our home, the home that
we will surely miss when our days '
here finally come to an end.
Itai Njanji 'I I' is an intended mathemat-
ics and computer science double major
from Zimbabwe and the president of the
International Student Association.
Writefor Features! .
The Voice needs Features writers. You need something to do. Why not try your hand at print journalism?
...
' If any of these statements sound like you, drop us a line: '
--You need an extracurricular activity
--You love to write andor investigate ,
--You want to improve your writing skills
.
'
--You like to be the first to know about things
--You have a couple hours to spare sometimes
--You have ideas or suggestions for the Voice
--You're just curious!
.
. No risk, no long-ter- m commitment. You can write as little or as often'as you're willing.
For more information or to sign up, e-m- ail: Abby Gordon (ARGordon09) or Voicewooster.edu
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Art displayed in Ebert brings culture, history
African art kicks off the year with spiritualflavor
Addie Livingston v
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster art museum is cur- -,
rently home to over 100 newly acquired pieces
of African art.
The art ranges from game boards and jewelry
to ceremonial masks, pipes and stone carvings.
Donated by Milliam C Mithoefer, a 1953
graduate of the college, the collection
sents 1 1 African nations and 49 ethnic groups.
African art has always been somewhat of a
mystery to me. When I entered the gallery and
was surrounded by it, I got a sense of why it
has recently become so popular and held in
such high regard amongst the artistic commu-
nity at large.
The pieces are not crudely carved chunks of
wood, as I once imagined, but masterfully
crafted objects of art.
To help viewers better understand the pieces'
use and importance, each piece of artwork is
accompanied by a placecard explaining who
made it, where it came from, and what its orig-
inal purpose was.
I was fascinated by the range of objects and .
their uses, including a rice spoon from the Dan
peoples of Liberia, a doll from the Asante peo-
ples of Ghana and a ceremonial female mask
from the Ibibio peoples of Nigeria.
The most remarkable pieces on display are
the masks.
They make up about half of the collection,
. varying greatly in style and purpose from one
ethnic group to another.
I found them beautiful, but at the same time I
felt that haying something intended for perform-
ance should not be hanging on a gallery wall.
As fascinating as they are, reading the text
makes it clear that the mask is only a part of
the ceremony it is used in.
1 felt like Alice, looking into a world I could
never really understand.
From an outsider's perspective, I found the
two masks from the Sande society to be the
most compelling.
Sande is a female society that brings girls
into womanhood, and the mask is worn by
leaders as an important part of the initiation
ceremony
The carved wooden helmet mask refers to
the supernatural being that represents the
society as well as the dancer who wears it.
Looking at them up close, I was in awe; it
wasn't necessary to read the label to know it
represented so much power.
In this art, I saw icons of the type of beau-
ty that we as Americans are not entirely used
to seeing.
We all know the American ideal, and it is all
to do with what we look like on the surface,
but the Sande masks represent physical beau-
ty as well as the virtues, spirituality and
power of the women who wear them.
Wooster's collection of African art is par-
ticularly immense compared to that of most
schools, and a huge portion of it is on display
in Ebert until Sunday, Oct. 5.
ToTuck off the exhibit, the museum will
host a conversation in the gallery on
o
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Wednesday, Sept. 17 between
12 p.m. and 1 p.m. with director
and curator Kitty McManus
Zurko.
This art is wildly diverse,
with practical, decorative and
spiritual uses, from many dif-
ferent materials, time periods,
nations and societies that most
of us would never be able to
experience firsthand.
The exhibit provides an
opportunity not only to see
beautiful art, but to learn about
cultures and practices that are
completely foreign to our
everyday society. "
carry
into
on
the
next gen-
eration of
music.
Andy
Mckee, an acoustic guitarist, has
gone above and beyond not only the
technical skill required for a master-
ful player, but he has also acquired
the ability for tonal understanding.
Born and raised in Topeka, Kan.,
Mckee got his start in music at age
13, when his father got him an
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acoustic guitar as a gift.
Initially having no interest in the
instrument, Mckee' s passion for his
particular type of playing developed
following his presence at a guitar
clinic featuring . fingerpicking
demigod Preston Reed. After the
performance, Mckee purchased an
instructional video featuring Reed,
and began to teach himself the com-
plex and eclectic methods portrayed
on the tape.
Once a nonentity in his life,
Mckee's fervor for playing the guitar
surged rapidly, eventually resulted in
his dropping out of high school, in
order to pursue a career in music
full time.
It is his combination of arrange-
ment and technical skill that throw
the listener into a frenzy of disbelief.
This artist must not only be lis-
tened to intently, but also watched.
One cannot help but smile as this
H'.
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Above and left, art on display at the College
art gallery through Oct. 5 (Photos by Sarah
Harbottle). "
Mckee brings music, melody to youtube.com
Chris Andrews
Voice Staff
Some of the most memorable
moments in life are those where one
is left perplexed and amazed at the
undeniable ability of a musical
artist.
It is hard to explain the phenome-
non of music,
and even hard-
er to explain
the stimulat-
ing pieces
which capti
vate people
around the globe.
Every genre of music has the
capacity to amaze listeners with its
beautiful arrangement of tones,
allowing the listener a gateway into
the souls of the artists themselves.
Acquiring this ability is not an
easy feat.
Many musicians the world over
attempt to master their instruments
and expand upon the many genres of
music we know today.
As music is stretched into new
realms of rhythmic and theoretical
geniuses, it seems that there has
been an overwhelming sense of
artistic Darwinism, where only the
best will
humble man plays not only one com-
plex riff at a time, but a series of
technical maneuvers as if . it were
second nature.
Andy Mckee can be found on
YouTube.com.
I will recommend the songs
"Drifting," "The Friend I Never
Met," and "Rylynn." "Drifting" starts
with a predominately rhythmic riff
that instantly becomes a flurry of
beautiful tones arranged into a true
work of art.
Within seconds of watching Andy
Mckee play, it is obvious that he has
reached a plateau where few, if any,
artists have ever been.
Andy Mckee truly astounded me
with his ability, and allowed me to
think of acoustic guitar in a whole
new light.
This artist has an understanding
of the instrument he plays and uti-
lizes every part of the instrument.
Wooster professor's sculptures enlighten audiences in Cincinnati
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Wocctcr Professor of Art Walter Zurko had a sculpture exhibit on display this summer at the Alice F. and Harris K. Weston
Art Gallery located in the Aronoff Center in Cincinnati. His work explores the beauty of early agrarian tools. Above is one
of nine wood crafted sculptures, modeled after stretchers and sleds. Patrons gather around to marvel at these meticu-
lous wood sculptures (Photo courtesy of Kitty McManus Zurko). . ,
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I turned 2 1 this summer and, experi-
enced a quarter-lif-e crisis.
Being broke, I was not able to pur-
chase a red lamborghini or fly off to
drown my sorrows in the Aegean sea.
Instead, 1 went
s
to the local bar
and met Bob: a
70-year-- old
Vietnam veteran,
and proud
grandfather of
12, who will be
Stephaniefuller celebrating his
50t, wed(Jing
anniversary to his beloved wife Marge,
come this December.
Needless to say, I wasn't able to score
a hot hookup to ring in my new year.
When I entered my freshman year of
college, I viewed the seasoned seniors
with a sort of silent adoration. The lan-
yard was my favorite accessory until the
looks it received from my superiors
made me second guess its effectiveness.
"Yea, I did, like, twelve shots before I
came here," I lied and told a senior
acquaintance at the hottest party of my
freshman year.
"Wow," she said, most likely wonder-
ing how the hell I was still alive, much
less able to stand.
The seniors drank Blue Moon and
Sarnac, while I was hungry enough for
the nectar of the gods to drink any-
thing that was alcoholic and moderate-
ly sanitary.
But regardless of how much more
sophisticated the seniors may have
seemed, I couldn't help but feel a bit
sorry for the poor suckers who would
enter the abyss that is the real world
within a matter of months.
As many a corny, sentimental parent
may have remarked, time flies.
Three years and a few good stories
later, I have entered the position that
once seemed so distant. Now, in addi-
tion to purchasing my first bottle of
anti-wrink- le cream, and feeling the
need to ask the age (for legal reasons) of
every boy I flirt with, I am over-
whelmed with a bittersweet sensation.
I lament the fact that this relaxed
lifestyle, which has become too much of
a habit, will expire come graduation.
Yet I cannot disguise the excitement
I feel for the episode of my life that
awaits beyond the Lowry doors.
What I can already detect amongst
my classmates is a shared feeling that
seems to scream, 'lets make the most of
what we have left."
This is not to say there aren't those
that are itching to relocate to a town
where the population exceeds 20,000,
but no senior can deny that they arent
slightly cherishing these relatively care-
free days, and maybe even the Wooster
social scene.
"College is the best time of your
life," said my uncle, who now operates a
plumbing business, in the small town
that he has refused to leave sincebirth.
As the person beside me vomits on
my shoe, and the makeup I so carefully
applied melts off in the suffocating heat
of the happenin' kegger, I pray that he
is wrong.
As my life progresses and I realize
that there is a bigger world, a greater
fate, and a stronger drive within me, I
know that he is.
Stephanie Fuller is a biweekly columnist
for the Arts sf Entertainment section of the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at
SFuller09woosterjdu.
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'North Hollywood Shootout" succeeds
Pat Hughes
A&E Editor
If a person living in today's
American society were to travel 14
years into the past, the experience
Would be best comparable to an
astronaut voyaging to a far-o- ff alien
planet.
There was a Clinton in the White
.
House, the country
'-s-sco-
nomy was
1 coming out of a recession rather-tlia- n
entering into one, and the only
war in Iraq to date was the short-
lived Gulf War a few years prior.
Social differences aside, the pop
music nexus of nearly a decade and a
half ago possessed a far different
sound than today's electronic-drive- n
beats.
The college rock scene was gain-
ing popularity on mainstream radio,
and the jam band renaissance, begin-
ning in the early 90's, was gaining
overwhelming momentum.
In particular, there was one band
in 1994, equally encapsulated by
both these genres, that was able to
find immense success in the .summer
of that year.
That was the year psychedelic-blues-r.oc- k
band Blues Traveler
released their fourth album, the' aptly
titled smash hit "four," propelling the
band from modest popularity to
household name. ,
Due primarily to the CD's two
catchy singles "Run-Aroun- d" and
"Hook," Blues Traveler rocketed up
the charts, eventually breaking the
record for most weeks on the Billboard
Top 100 and securing the group a
Grammy in 199.5 with "Run-Aroun- d"
voted as best song of the year. The
Come Party
Taryn Aubrecht
A&E Editor
.
With gas prices skyrocketing and
the entire country feeling some
effects of the current economic
recession, this year's sweltering sum-
mer
.
months did not have the same
feel as they have in years past.
Rather than clearing out the fami-
ly savings account, many households
began to embrace the newly popular-
ized idea of the "Staycation," choos-
ing to take smaller inexpensive day
trips to local attractions, instead of
the more exotic destinations that
were once staples of the American
family vacation.
Keeping this idea in mind,, it is
comforting to know that even in
W'ooster, Ohio,' there aft still some
places where a few dollars can go a
long way.
This summer the Wooster Inn has
continued the community tradition
of Party on the Patio.
Every Friday from 4:30 to 7:30
p.m., in rain or shine or the possible
summer hailstorm (it. is Ohio, after
all), the Inn opens its sprawling
backyard for food, music and socializ-
ing for all ages.
The tented patio offers a relaxing
atmosphere in any weather. :
With a $5 cover charge, you get
your choice of beverage, freshly pre
s
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Illustration by Rachel Lipner.
band's music began to appear through- - Sheehan due to a heroin overdose the
out the xp-cultu-re niegasphere of the ensuing year.
mid-90'- s, with Blues Traveler songs While still able to retain some of
being featured in a wide array of their popularity, no Blues Traveler
movies, TV shows and national
commercials,
Yet nothing lasts forever.
In the years following the pro-
lific success of "four", the road
on which Blues Traveler jour-
neyed took the band to certain
places that can only be assumed
they wished never to see.
The group faced massive personal
hardships relating to lead singer
John Popper's issues witli weight and
gastric bypass surgery in 1JMS, fol-
lowed by the death of bassist Bobby
on the Patio
pared liors d'oeuvres and live musi-
cal entertainment.
The Inn offers full bar service with
drink specials, including all items off
of the Inn's recently updated Brew
List, the perfect combination for any
college student with a budget.
This lovely tradition continues
through Oct. 17.
Come enjoy The Wooster Inn's
fabulous food and drink lor minimal
charge (and the enjoyment that
conies with being served).
Also, keep an eye out for the
upcoming Beer Dinner.
,
Wooster alumnus and Brewinaster
Andy, Tveekrem 'S; will visit the
Wooster Inn and host the Beer
Dinner, which will feature a wide
selection of IPAs, ales, stouts and
lagers from Tveekrem's- - Delaware-base- d
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery,
as well as a stellar menu carefully
selected and prepared by Chef de
Cuisine, Mickey Venditti.
The dinner will take place on
Wednesday, Sept. 17 and is for
advanced sale and reservation only,
at $3.5 per person plus gratuity and
sales tax.
Call 330-'.'()3-'J(i- (io to make your
reservation.
Don't miss out on all that The
Wooster Inn has to offer this fall-aft- er
all it is right down the street.
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revitalized
album has been able to reach the
level of critical or commercial
acclaim that had been once found
with "four".
In 2002, due to the band mates'
debilitating personal problem and
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Blues Traveler music
with different
falling album sales, Blues Traveler
was released by their label, music-indust- ry
mega-gia- nt A&M Records.
Times were not looking good for
the band,; who only a few years
prior had one of the hottest
sounds in America.
As I said before, though, noth-
ing stays the same forever.
Now, in 2008, with a slimmed
down Popper still on vocals, a
new record deal with rising pro
duction company Verve Forecast
Records and Tad Kinchla, brother of
the band's guitarist Chan Kinchla, on
bass, Blues Traveler is back with a
new CD that has a sound strong
enough to return the group to the
Beverly Hills is back!
Just like high school boyfriends,
television shows come and go.
Occasionally,
a television
show (or two)n will make acomeback and
revamp a TVr S network, enrichit with life and
missiebender make things a
little bit more
exciting.
Think "Sex and the City."
As everyone knows, it was a sad
day in the TV world when Cr.rrie
said goodbye to both Paris and her
hit TV show.
Carrie fans everywhere were just
waiting for the show to make some
type of resurgence.
Although "Sex and the City" never
continued their HBO TV series, they
did surprise audiences with a "Sex"
movie filled with over-the-t- op love
scenes and high fashion costumes
only affordable to Carrie, Charlotte,
Miranda and Saniantha.
I'm not sure about you, but when I
was younger, I waited for "Beverly
Hills, 90210" to make a come back
w ith a movie very similar to the pop-
ular TV series.
Darren Star and Aaron Spelling
knew what they were doing.
The "old" television series touched
UPCOMING
music styles
height of their prosperity once
achieved 14 years ago.
The recently released "North
Hollywood Shootout" is a combina-
tion of all the things that once made
Blues Traveler famous.
On tracks such as the smooth,
soulful love tune "What Remains",
and the sweet, albeit somewhat
generic sounding ballad "Borrowed
Time,"the group exemplifies their '
adherence to their pop base. While
numbers like the psychedelic-ally-influence-d
"Love Does" and the
eclectically blue&rdriven ditty "Free
Willis" --rejiimd the listener that thty
band has not lost their desire to com-
bine and experiment with a plethora
of different musical styles. .
The astounding vocals and har-
monica playing of Popper is "North
Hollywood's" glistening centerpiece;
it is the sound that has, and always
will, set Blues Traveler apart from
other groups arising from the same
musical era.
Not since The J. Geils Band's 1976
live album "Blow Your Face Out" has
a musician been able to master the
often-under-apprecia-
ted mouth harp
the way Popper does on "North
Hollywood."
While on a nationwide tour this
past summer, the band began to slip
select songs off of "North
Hollywood" into their normal
repetoire of hits, all of which being
met with resounding praise and
applause.
With the country in the shape that
it is currently in, "North Hollywood
Shootout" provides a wonderful
reminder of the beauty of. how life
once was 14 years ago. ,
the lives of many teens.
The issues addressed in the origi-
nal "902 10" were hot and heavy (at
the time).
In the 90' s, it was a big deal to
address such topics as date rape and
teen pregnancy, something that, if
done' now, people wouldn't flinch at.
So if teacher-stude- nt relationships
and drug abuse are nothing new to '
this generation, what could the new
"90210" possible address in their TV
drama?
I am aware that the new "90210" '
has more risky themes and racy plots
than the original series.
The new "90210" is trying to
appeal itself (and compete with) the
same TV audience as viewers of the
popular TV show, "Gossip Girl."
In the new series, a character Hies
his date to San Francisco for a din-
ner date. Is this realistic? Is this
really how television producers are
reading our generation (or at least
the upper class California
teenagers)?
So the question is this: will the
new "90210" be popular?
Will the American public accept
this comeback?Or will it just pass by
like a high school boyfriend who was
simply too little too late?
Missie fonder is the Editor-in-Chi- ef of
the Voice. She can be reached for comment
atSIiender09wooster.edu
MOVIES
September 5: "Bangkok Dangerous"
September 12: "Bum After Reading,"
"Righteous Kill," "The Women,"
"Tyler Perry's The Family That Preys"
September 19: "Ghost Town," "Igor,"
"Lakeview Terrace,"
"My Best Friend's Girl"
September 26: "The Lucky One's,"
"Miracle At'St. Anna,"
"Night In Rodanthe"
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Defense rules
hockey shuts
Andrew Vogei
Sports Editor
With a wealth of returning talent
at the forward and midfielder posi-
tions, it looked like the field hockey
team's success would' start with the
'offense early in the season. However,
as the Wooster field hockey team
picked up two victories this past
weekend, it was-t- he defense that
deserved the brunt of the credit
While the defense won the game
late, it didn't take very long for the
offense to get started in the season
opening 3-- 1 win over Transylvania
University. After missing nearly all of
last season, Amanda Artman '10 start-
ed her comeback season early, scoring
less than a minute into the action on
an assist from Eileen Barrer '11. No
more than six minutes later, Nina
Dine '1 1 notched her first score of the
season on an unassisted goal.
Wooster completely dominated the
first half, outshooting Transylvania
17-- 1. After assisting Artman in the
game's early minutes, Barrer added
her own goal with about 10 minutes to
go in the first half. The goal came on
an assist from Briana Lynch 'l 1.
Neither team was given many scor-
ing opportunities in the second half,
although Transylvania did narrow the
score to 3,--1 in the middle of the sec-
ond half. It was one of just four shots
asfield
out Centre
on goal tor Transylvania in the entire ;
game. On the other side, the Scots '
were able to come up with numerous i
opportunities on the day with 2 shots
overall; however, just three found the
,
back of the net. .'. ...'.,
In the second game at home against '
Centre College, the Scots again got on
the board first, this time coining1
towards the cmLof the first-hal- f. !
Eileen Barrer 'l 1 put the Scots on. the
board with 3:25 left in the half on an ;
unassisted breakaway on the right
side. Defense ruled the first half, as
both teams were able to muster only j
four shots apiece.
In the second half, offense was again i
at a premium.' Elizabeth Dwyer 12 '
provided the lone goal of the second i
half on an assist from Lynch in a I
'crowded cluster in front of the Centre
goal. It was the first goal of Dwyer's
young collegiate career.
Goalie Izzy Maffetone '10 notched
seven saves on the game and clinched
the third shutout of her career.
The weekend sweep marks the field
hockey team's first 2-- 0 start in four
years. Sunday's win over Centre also
avenged the team's 2-- 0 loss last sea-
son in Danville, Ky. to the Colonels.
This weekend the Scots head out on
the a road trip. On Saturday, the team
travels eastward to Ithaca College. On
Sunday, the team travels to take on the
University of Rochester.
redemption.
Last Friday night's game versus
Aurora was a back-and-for- th battle
between the Scots and the Illinois-base- d
Spartans, that would take more
than the 90 minutes of regulation
time before a winner was declared.
Aurora dominated the first half of
the match, with senior'forward Chase
Corricelli putting in two goals for the
Spartan's in the first l' minutes of
play. Down 2-- 0, the Scots fought back
in the second half, with forward Scott
Buckwald '10 scoring two goals, one
of which was assisted by forward
Brenton Allen '09. The scoring bar--
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team's two opening Victories Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
The men's soccer team lost their first two games of the season
in close games to Aurora and Heidelberg (Photo courtesy OPI).
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Volleyball team loses
opening tournament
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
After finishing third in the confer-
ence last year, the women's volleyball
team got off to a false start in the
2008 season opener. The team opened
their season last weekend with the
River City Tournament at Marietta,
fighting through a series of four
matches to earn a 1- - t record.
But much of the weekend was spent
forging a new team, a team that is
cohesive, organized and a true threat
on the court.
This new season marks the second
year of head coach Sarah Davis's
"The first match was a little rocky because we.
were still getting used to each other. By the end
of the weekend we started getting more com-
fortable and because of that we were able to play
at a more competitive level."
ABBIE CASEY '09
RIGHT-SID- E HITTER, VOLLEYBALL
Men's soccer team drops two close ones to
Aurora, Heidelberg to kick off 2008 season
Patrick Hughes
A&E Editor
This was not the opening weekend
the Wooster men's soccer team was
hoping for. Coming off the first sea-
son in nearly a decade in which the
Fighting Scots were unable to finish
the year with a winning record,
Friday's and Sunday's games versus
Aurora and Heidelberg were supposed
to be the first steps in the direction of
vindication.
Unfortunately, the final scores of
both these non-confere- nce matches
indictated anything but a sense of
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tenure. "Every time you bring a new
coach, there's a new persona, but it's
been a smooth transition. We have our '
largest team we've ever had, so it's
good to have new ideas," said Ali
Drushal '09.
While their three losses (to Grove
City 14-2- 5, 17-2- 5, 25-1- 8 and 26-3- 8, as
well as to Thiel and Bluffton, in five
and four games respectively) might
seem a tough way to start a season, it
hasn't fazed Abbie Casey '0.9.
"The first match was a little rocky
because we are all still getting used to
each other, especially because our
team is rather young, we realize it will
take time for us to get comfortable
playing with each other.
"I Iowever, by the end of the week-
end, we started becoming more com-
fortable and because of that we were
able to play at a more competitive
level," said Casey.
Such was the tone for the Scots,
who played a much more notable
weekend than results reveal
Bluffton, which provided Wooster's
final loss, fell to Wooster 3-- 0 in their
first showdown on Friday, and Thiel
College narrowly edged out Wooster
with three wins to Wooster's two in
rage brought by the Scots in this half,
along with a strong defensive effort,
was enough to send the season opener
into overtime.
It was not long into the extra peri-
od, though, before Aurora rebounded
against Wooster's second half often- - .
sive surge. Forward Jim Kelly headed
in the game-winni- ng goal a mere six
minutes into the overtime.
Looking to bounce from Friday
night's heartbreaking loss, the Scots
took the field on Sunday afternoon
against the Ohio-bas- ed Heidelberg
University Student Princes, who also .
lost the opening match of their season
opening 3-- 1 against host Oberlin
College.
Right out of the gates, it looked as if
Wooster had been able to put their
previous loss behind them, with for-
ward Karl Ruter '10 scoring off a deep
pass from forward Nick Waychoff '09,
only a measly 10 minutes into
Sunday's contest.
It did not take long, though, for the
tide of the game to change heavily in
favor of the opposing Student Princes'.
Thirty-thre- e minutes into the opening
half Heidelberg midfielder Billy
Banks crossed the ball to fellow mid-d- ie
Brian Juart, to who headed in for
the Student Princes first goal of the
match.
Two minutes later, Heidelberg for-
ward Dillard Anu broke the 1- -1 tie
with an unassisted goal. The Student
Princes' offensive onslaught was not
yet complete a minute and a half
after the goal by Anu, Heidelberg able
to kick in its third goal of the half.
The Scot defense was able .to put a
stop to the Student PrinCes' scoring
blitzkrieg in the second half, but the
offense was not able to rally against
the two-go- al deficit, being held score-
less for the remaining 45 minutes of
their face-of- f.
Both Bluffton and Thiel would end
up with 3-- 1 records, witness to
Wooster's subtle strength on the
court.
In addition, seniors Ali Drushal '().')
and Megan Karle Of) were named to
the all-tourna- ment team for their per-
formances. Casey made special note of
Earle's performance, saying that "she
dominated the front row and worked
so hard through all of the pain. She-wa- s
such a positive asset on the court
this weekend."
Going into their tournament this
week at Berea, the team is looking to
their 34) win over Bluffton for signs of
how things can work out when the
team meshes perfectly.
"When we played Bluffton we really
stepped it up," said Casey. "Everything
started coming together and it was
fun to be out on the court and play in
a game, where you can play against
good competition and work together
to pull through for a win."
While the team does have to bring
in new players to replace two of last
year's key offensive contributors in
Carolyn Ciriegi '08 and Erin Wright
'08, Drushal feels talent won't be an
issue as long as the team avoids
injuries.
"We need to stay healthy. We have
six returners; we're not totally new.
We have people that can fill in at all
the positions, so it's good to have
depth. W'e're going to have to replace
two offensive players, but it's a new
year," said Drushal.
After this weekend's tournament,
the team will enjoy its first home
games on Sept. 12, first against
Otterbein at 4 p.m. and then against
Ursuline at 8 p.m.
Their first NCAC game is Sept. 19
at conference powerhouse rivals
Hiram College.
the game.
Losing their first is most definitely
not the way the Fighting Scots
planned to begin their 2008 season,
but the season has just begun.
The Scots hosted their first game of
the year against the Marietta College
Pioneers on Sept. 3 and tied 1- -1
against the Pioneers.
The game was a rematch of last
year's intense match between the two
schools in which Wooster came away
with 2-- 1 victory on the Pioneers'
home field in a tought fought match
against a decent opponent.
Today the Wooster Fighting Scots
men's soccer team will fake on the
Defiance College Yellow Jackets at
3:30 p.m.
Need Some Extra
Curriculars?
Cot Extra Free
Time?
Need Something
Productive to Do?
Just Love Sports?
You should consider writing for
the Voice sports section this
year. Cover all kinds of differ-
ent sports, from football to
lacrosse to basketball to ulti
mate Frisbee. If you're interest
ed, contact Andrew Vogel at
avogel10wooster.edu or
Sara Brown at
slbrown09wooster.edu. The
Voice would love to hear from
any interested writers.
Negative
Olympics?
Olympians are the world's best
athletes. Even people w ho don't typ
ically watch sports tune in every two
years to watch both Winter and the
Summer Olympics, despite their
nationality or
where they hap-Ii- 9
k pen to reside, ,I The 2008
1 Olvnmirs took
Nj place in Beijing,
tnina. inere
were 10,500 athletes that were com
peting in 28 different sports. " ,
There were all kinds of new
records set during these 2008
Olympic Games. Forty-thre- e new
world records were set as well as
132 new Olympic records. Overall,
87 countries won medals, which in
itself is a record.
' U.S. swimmer Michael Phelps
was, and probably still is, the most
talked-abo- ut athlete of the 2008
Games, overcoming
,
incredible
obstacles and winning eight individ
ual gold medals jn the sport of
swimming. This is why athletes like
Michael Phelps are so extraordinary.
However, I was watching Chelsea
Lately the other night (which many
of you probably don't watch) and
she was having a conversation about
how Olympians have tnore sex dur-
ing the Olympics than most athletes
do in their lifetime I thought this to
be an odd statistic," let alone one
more thing that seems to smear the
Olympics, especially these past
Games in Beijing.
The women's Chinese gymnastics
team was scrutinized about the age
of some of the team members. As is
obvjous to anyone who watched any
of the women's gymnastics events,
certain girls most truly did not look
like theywere Ifi. There are even
reports that there have been articles
written alout these certain athletes
With their real ages in Chinese news
'
.
' '
;
' ' 'papers. .', ', ''';'';
So my question is is this what
the Olympics are coming to? Is this
going to be the next big scandal of
our .era? For ever yone's sake and tor
the sake of the Olympics, I hox; not.
The Olympics are supposed to
showcase the natural talent of some
of the most gifted athletes of all
other athletes in the world. We look
up to them, we watch them perform
in ways that our bodies never could.
They are our idols. .
The problem with focusing on the
things that these athletes, or any
athlete in general, do in their per
sonal lives is that it takes away from '
the sport. Perhaps you remember
the whole Kobe Bryant debacle
when he was accused of raping a
woman he had had an affair with.
For months on end, eople were
scrutinizing whether or not Bryant
had actually committed the crime, or
if he was an innocent man being
accused of rapt; solely because he
was a famous athlete.
. .
I couldn't watch Sports Center at
any point in time and not hear some-
thing about that incident. Not that
I'm saying that it wasn't necessary
to find out the truth in that situation,
but there is a time and a place for ;
everything. I just believe that situa-
tion was handled, very poorly and it
shineu a negative light cn sports.
Then there's the saying that .
Michael Phelps is the walking STD
of the University of Michigan. So I
ask myself: is this true? Maybe we
will never know the truth. If he had
decided to sleep with several differ-
ent women while he was at college, :
then that's his personal choice. ; -
Then again, maybe he hasn't slept
with several different women while
he was at college. Pej haps people
just spread rumors like this to tar-
nish his reputation out of jealousy
or some other emotion. My point is
,we may never know the truth.
The world watches the Olympics
religiously. They are broadcast on
the television station, NBC and its
cable-own-ed stations cover all of the
events every single night of the
Games. There does not need to be
any foul smear on the Games, other-
wise it will compromise the entire
perspective through which the
Olympics arc viewed.
Sum Btvuti is a sports editor for the
Voice. Tell her what you think at:
slhrowrnWAwmster.fdu
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Despite long family legacy, Ali Drushal
sets records, makes own name for herself
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
Ali Drusfial '09 has arguably set
enough records to catch Guinness' s
eye. The 2006 and 2007 North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) Libero
of the Year already has the set the
school record for career digs and last
year led all of NCAA Div ill in digs
as well. However, for the senior vol-
leyball standout, being an accom-
plished student athlete runs in the
family.
Drushal is the younger sister of
Wooster alum, Rick Drushal '07, a
four-ye- ar letterwinner in football.
Not only was Ali's brother a stand-
out on the football field, but her
grandfather, J. Garber Drushal,
served as president of the College
from 1967-7- 7. Both of her parents,
Rich and Josie, are also Wooster
alums. When it came time to look at
colleges, there was a significant
amount of pressure from her parents
to keep up the Black and Gold tradi-
tion.
"They'd like to tell me there was-
n't pressure, but there was a little
bit. Ultimately, it was my decision
and I looked at other NCAC schools,
Wittenberg and Denison," said Ali.
She ultimately decided against
waging a family civil war and attend-
ed the same school where her broth-
er was already one of the football
team's most accomplished stars. By
the end of his career, Rick was a
four-ye- ar starter for the Scot football
team at left tackle and set a school
record by starting all 42 games in his
career. During his first-ye- ar cam-
paign, he was named to the all-confere- nce
second team and was subse-
quently named to the all-confer- ence
first team during his final three years
on campus.
In his senior year, Rick was named
an NCAA All-Americ- an. On top of
all those accolades, Rick was also
named to the ESPN The Magazine
Academic All-Amer- ica First Team.
While it would seem inconceiv-
able that any younger sibling could
even live up to the same accomplish-
ments set by-th- e older brother, Ali
Men's and women's cross country
teams take third at Wooster Invite
Sara Brown
Sports Editor
The Wooster Fighting Scots cross
country team kicked off the 2008
season with the annual Wooster
has done just that. Last season, she
set a school record with 2,309 digs
for her career. With 301 more this
season, she will set the conference
record for career digs. Last year, she
also led the NCAA Div. Ill in digs
with 8.09 per game; Yet while Rick is
breaking records as fast as Michael
Phelps, she doesn't pay much atten-
tion to them.
"I don't really look at, stats that
much. I didn't really know that I led
the league until they told me. If
you worry too much about stats,
you're going to worry about them
more than just going out and playing
V" ' ' mm- - " i
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Ali Drushal, whose brother Rick was an All-Amer- ica left tack-
le, has some impressive athletic accomplishments of her
own, including being named NCAC Libero of the Year in 2006
and 2008 (Photo courtesy Ali Drushal). ,
Invitational. The Scots hosted the
event this past friday at the L.C.
Boles Memorial Golf Course.
Four schools, Kenyon College,
Edinboro University, Hiram College
and Lake Erie College, were invited
Anna Gil '09 and the men's and women's cross country teams
finished third at the Wooster Invitational last Friday (Photo
courtesy OPI).
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every night," she said.
Ali has been able to step up and
make a name for herself despite the
high bar set by her older brother.
"I've always been the little sister. I
"Maybe it does get a little old being Rick
Drushal's little sister. ... If anything, it makes me
work harder because I've seen his work ethic and
what he's accomplished."
ALI DRUSHAL '09
.
LIBERO, VOLLEYBALL
to the Wooster Invitational. For the
women's teams, Kenyon led the way
with 32 points, while Edinboro came
in second with 37.
The Fighting Scots ended up com
ing in a close third with 39 points.
Hiram finished with 116 and Lake
Erie College did not even have
enough runners to place a team
score.
Suzanne Capehart '11 picked up
this season right where she left off
last season. The returning sopho-
more finished the meet seventh over-
all with a time of 16:27.
Capehart's first-ye- ar teammate,
Sarah Appleton '12, placed eighth
overall with an identical time to
Capehart on the 4K course in her
first collegiate meet.
The men's competition played out j
differently. Edinboro dominated the
meet, taking the top five individual
spots. Kenyon came in second with
50 points followed by Wooster with
74 points. Hiram finished with 1 1 8
points, followed by yet another last
place finish by Lake Erie.
For the Fighting Scots, top
returner Terry Workman '10 fin-
ished seventh' overall with a time of
21:18 in the men's 6K. Other top
runners for Wooster were Mark
DeWine '09, who finished in 13th
with a time of 21:52.
Rick Workman '10 came in 18th
with a time of 22:21. These three are
anticipated to finish 1-- 2-3 consis-
tently throughout the season.
The next meet for the men and
women's cross country teams comes
in the Walsh Invitational on Sept. 13.
After the Walsh Invitational, in
two weeks subsequently the team
runs in the Otterbein Invitational on
Sept. 27.
The next opportunity to catch the
Scots at home comes at the Wooster
Relays on Oct. 22. The all-impor- tant
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championships come on Nov. 1. The
NCAA Great Lakes Regional
Championships take place Nov. 15.
wouldn't say I've lived in his shadow.
Since we play different sports, I've
accomplished things in volleyball
he'll never accomplishment, and he's
accomplished things in football I'll
never accomplish," said Rick.
While Rick graduated two years
ago, every now and then Ali is still
known as the younger sibling.
"It does get a- - little old being Rick
Drushal's little sister, but he's been
gone for two years so that doesn't
happen very much any more. If any-
thing, it makes me work harder
because I've seen his work ethic and
what he's accomplished," she said.
While Ali already has more than
enough accolades to fill her dorm
room, she has set one goal this year,
and that's greater improvement's a
team.
.
While Ali has gathered honors as
if they were a stamp collection, the
team's record has hovered around
.500 the past two years. While the
team notched an overall record of
25-- 7 during Ali's first year, the team
has a combined record of 29-3- 0 over
the past two years.
"Ultimately, it's the team success
that matters," said Ali. "We're not six
individuals on a court, we're a team.
No one person's going to win or lose
the game by themselves.".
While the team did lose two of its
strong outside hitters in Carolyn
Ciriegio '08 and Erin Wright '08, the
team still is optimistic after winning
12 of its final 18 games last year.
Behind, second-ye- ar head coach
Sarah Davis, the team could be ready
to challenge conference titans Hiram
College and Wittenberg University.
If the team is able to make a run, Ali
will likely be leading the charge.
After all, she knows a few things
about high expectations.
Women's soccer wins
Herb Lauffer Tourney
Andrew Vogel -
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scots women's soccer
team has historically been one of the
strongest teams in the North Coast
Athletic Conference. In five of the last
six seasons, the team has finished with
at least 12 wins.
From the looks of this past week-
end, this upcoming season will be no
different.
To put it lightly, there was hardly a
moment this past weekend when the
Scots weren't in control of the Herb
Lauffer Tournament in Erie, PA. To
put it a little more colorfully, the team
took their opponents' lunch money.
To start off the 2008 season, the
Scots took on the State University of
New York at Geneseo. The Scots did
not take long to start the season with
a bang Taryn Higgins '09 scored in
the game's first fiveTiiinutes on a cor-
ner kick. Higgins's score was the lone
goal of the first half.
Early in the second half, the Scots
padded their lead with a goal from
Kate Kiley '09. Kiley's goal came on an
assist from her frontcourt mate Liz
Mott '11. Mott came out of the gates
firing as a first-ye- ar last season, scor-
ing five goals and handing out nine
assists to lead the team in points with
19, ahead of the now departed Laura
Ayer '08, who finished with 17.
For good- - measure, Nicole
Himebaugh '12 tacked on one more
late in the game's 7 1st minute. It was
Himebaugh's first collegiate goal.
In the tournament final against host
Penn State Behrend, the Scots again
jumped on top first. Kiley notched her
second goal of the weekend of an
assist from newcomer Mary Riney '12
that came midway through the
first half.
Chantal Koechli '10 followed suit
with a cross that found the net only a
few minutes later. The Scots went into
the half with a 2-- 0 cushion.
The opposing Lions were able to
cut the lead in half albeit for a mere
12 seconds. Twenty minutes into the
Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nuts Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week's biggest
football games, both college and
pro. Some will be on the mark, oth-
ers probably not so much. Well
track their progress every week
with season standings. Think
they've picked the wrong teeams?
Feel free to let them know what you
think about all sports at
voicesportswooster.edu.
P Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
3 Johann, Alli Everyone
NCAA Games
Thursday, Sept
(A. P.S) 24S.CatVandy(J)
Saturday, Sept. 6
(A, S) Ga. Tech at Bos. Coll. (J, P)
' (J, P) 15 BYU at Wash. (A.S)
(J,S) Oregon St. at 19 PSU (A, P)
' (A, J, P, S) 8 West Va. at ECU
Miami (FL) at 5 UF (A, J, P, S)
' (J) Stanford at 14 ASU (A, P, S)
(A,J,P)l8USFatUCF
Miami (OH) at Mich. (J, A, P, S)
NFL Games
Thursday, Sep 4
(A) Wash, at N.Y. Giants (J, P)
Sunday, Sep. 7
(J, A, S) Detroit at Atlanta (P)
(J, A, S) Seattle at Buffalo (P)
(J, A, P, S) Jacksonville at Tenn.
(J, A, P) N.Y. Jets at Miami
K.C. at New England (J, A, P)
Tampa Bay at N.O.(J, A, P)
St. Louis at Philadelphia (J, A, P)
Houston at Pittsburgh (J, A, P, S)
(J, A) Cinci. at Baltimore (P, S)
Carolina at San Diego (J, A, P, S)
(J, A) Arizona at San Fran. (P, S)
(J, S) Dallas at Cleveland (A, P)
Chicago at Indianapolis (J, A, P, S)
Monday, Sep 8
(A, P) Minnesota at Green Bay (J,
:'s) ;
, (J, A, S) Denver at Oakland (P)
second half, Lindsey Steinsdoerfer
scored what would eventually be the
only score the Scots would allow dur-
ing the entire tournament. However,
with an assist from fellow first-ye- ar
Kelsey Peters '12, Caitlin Browne '12
put the Scots back on top by two a few
mere seconds later.
Sara Dresser '09 got in on the scor-
ing as well, effectively putting the nail
in the coffin in the 70th minute on an
assist from Koechli that came on a cor-
ner kick.
While the offense grabbed the
headlines, it was the defensive play
that won the tournament for Wooster.
Kristin McCall '09 was named the
tournament's Most Valuable Player. In
addition to McCall's significant defen-
sive effort, Alix Hoffman '11 started
both games in goal for the Scots and
allowed just one goal while tallying
seven saves.
Overall, the Scot defense allowed
just 10 total shots in the two tourna-
ment games.
After a dominating opening per-
formance in the Herb Lauffer
Tournament, the Scots have now
climbed to No. 10 in the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America. ,
The Scots have an easier schedule
this weekend, with one game at home
against Mount Union College. The '
home opener against the Purple
Raiders will be at 1 p.m. at Carl Dale
Memorial Field. On Wednesday, Sept.
10, the team will host Marietta
t
College.
,
Over the past few years, the Scots
have had impressive regular season
records, but have been unable to come
in first in a very tough conference; in
fact the team has been unable to fin-
ish higher than third. If the team is to
capture that elusive conference criwn,
it will have to step up against tne stiff
conference competition.
The conference slate starts with a
home date against arch-riv- al
' Wittenberg University on Oct. 4. If
the team can come up with a victory
there, it will be a very positive sign.
